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The Trailblazer’s Dilemma
b y DION GARRETT S e n i o r Pa s t o r

I’ve often observed that it’s
good to be early to a new idea,
but it’s terrible to be first. If
you’re not convinced, just ask
Galileo Galilei or John Wycliffe
about their experiences.
That said, we’re trailblazers here at Pathfinder. We’ve
sometimes experienced the pains of being first, but
most often we’ve lived courageously enough to be
very early to new, transformative approaches to
ministry. If you’ve been around for a while; pause,
and take a few moments to remember some of the
things we’ve been ahead of the curve on and how
that’s worked out for us.
A recent example is our shift to personalized learning
in St. John School. Do you know that we’re not only
seeing the strongest enrollment we’ve seen in
a decade but we’re also seeing personalized learning
take hold in many other schools and districts?
Through foresight, research, investment, and plenty
of courage, we’re educating in a revolutionary way
that our world is hungry for.
That’s the kind of trailblazing difference this church
has made for a long time. And I believe we’re on the
brink of another.
If you haven’t picked up on it yet, our world is
growing obsessed with wellness. In the 80's, it might
have been “fitness,” but in the last few decades
it shifted to “wellness,” and now is going a step
further to “wholeness.” I think it’s a wonderful
progression! Because while Richard Simmons and
Jane Fonda might have claimed the fitness industry
for themselves, Jesus happens to be the King of the
“wholeness business.” That’s what the Gospel is for.
Eternal life begins at Baptism, not at death. Although
we’ll never be complete in this life—we will always
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Study It!
John 15:1–8 &
John 10:10

Scan to read verses in full

need Jesus—our connection with him is meant to
bring us ever increasing amounts of wholeness.
This is a moment of Spirit-led alignment, where our
world is hungering for something that Jesus alone
can provide. In the months to come, we’ll be working
to design ways to help you—and all our friends
and neighbors—begin to take hold of more of the
wholeness that Jesus came to offer. And if we can
harness the courage, maintain the discipline, and keep
investing, we will again blaze a trail for many others
to follow.
That’s why the miraculous generosity we saw in the
final moments of 2021 means so much. Taking ground
is difficult. When it’s new terrain it requires even more
effort and focus. Your faithful support means we
don’t have to spend all our energy figuring out how
to pay the bills, but rather we get to devote
our energy to figuring out how to bring people
to a whole life in Jesus.
That’s also why our Return, Rebuild, Reimagine
initiative remains important. People are returning!
In person attendance ticks up higher with each
new week! We are rebuilding our base of support!
New volunteers are stepping forward, although we
can still benefit from more! But the reimagining is
just beginning. We need you to remain faithful and
supportive because this moment could be huge for
our future. Not just our future, but more important,
for the future of hundreds and thousands of people
still trapped in patterns of death. We can see them
come to life!
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Action Teams Coming Soon

My Pathfinder

b y C H R I S TO O M E Y D i r e c t o r o f P e o p l e & C u l t u r e

b y SETH HINZ D i re c t o r | B ra n d , M a r k e t i n g & C re a t i v e

After two long years of distance, separation and
isolation, our world is craving connection more
than ever. This craving shouldn’t be surprising.
God literally created us to be in relationships,
to be connected—with Him and with others.
Pathfinder has a laser focus on one thing…“bringing
together imperfect people in pursuit of a whole life.”
People are already finding wholeness as we come
together on weekends. We have now set our sights on
making a whole life both accessible and engaging for
all Pathfinders beyond the weekend.
Over the past decade, we have seen the interest and
motivation to join a “life group” decline. In a culture
that is over-scheduled and sometimes skeptical,
saying yes to an unknown group of people for an
indefinite period of time is highly intimidating. Still
we’ve seen that when a highly-invested group comes
together, life groups bring incredible value and deep
connection. While we and other churches around
the country struggle to “sell” people on conventional
life groups, we’ve seen people enthusiastically join
together for short-term initiatives like Prosper the
City and Missions Week. Not only do those initiatives
connect people to missions, but they’ve done a great
job connecting people to each other! Many have
found true community unexpectedly through these
initiatives, long after they’re over.

Based on these breakthrough successes,
we are developing a new front door for
people to find community, growth, and
ultimately a Whole Life!
Beginning this summer, we will start introducing
Action Teams. Simply said, Action Teams are shortterm groups that will meet for 8-12 weeks based on
a desire to grow in a common way. Action Teams will
be centered around one of the six ways to a Whole
Life…spiritual, physical, mental, financial, vocational,
and relational. We will prompt our church several
times a year to think deliberately about where they
need to grow, and with each season (Fall, Spring,
and Summer) we'll have a menu of Action Teams
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that correspond to the six ways to Whole Life. So, if
someone decides to put emphasis on their physical
life during the summer, they might join the Hiking
Action Team. That team would meet once per week
during the summer term and not only get stronger
physically, but also have an opportunity to connect
with new people and build community. Each term will
be a new beginning, a new opportunity to grow, and
a new step on your journey towards wholeness. We’re
confident that when we bring people together around
a common desire to grow, deep connections will form
along the way.

Your whole life journey is unique. When you create a My Pathfinder
profile, you'll discover features that tailor the experience and
discover the next steps that God has for you.

Our Whole Life team is currently developing, planning,
and very close to implementing this exciting new
approach. We can’t wait to unveil the Summer 2022
Action Team menu! Registration will open in May. Let’s
connect, grow and find the Whole Life that Jesus
desires for all of us!

T E A M S

Coming Summer 2022!
Registration Opens in May

Over the next few months, you'll learn more about the Whole Life journey, Action Teams, and new service
opportunities. Be sure to keep your account active and updated. The next few months promise to be an exciting
time for our church!
At any time, you can log in and take the Skills & Serving Inventory to discover new opportunities to connect
and serve. Stay tuned for news about the Pathfinder App, Action Teams, and more in the months ahead!

MY.PATHFINDERSTL.ORG
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S TA F F H I G H L I G H T
serve as the Discipleship Coordinator at St. John's
in Denver, CO, and was ordained in 2014. He then
became St. John's Multi-Site Coordinator and later the
Campus Pastor for the launch of Renewal Church in
Northwest Denver in 2018. Over the next three years,
Renewal would quadruple in size as the community
made an impact in the name of Jesus—connecting
people with God, loving their neighbors, and serving
their city.
During the pandemic, AJ felt led to continue to
grow as a leader and began coursework to receive
a General Pastor Certification and his Master's degree.
He is currently taking classes at Concordia SeminarySt. Louis.
AJ and his wife Megan have four children, Sarah (9),
Audrey (7), Caroline (5), & Luke (3).

LIGHTNING ROUND

together. My heart as a pastor is to continue to grow
as I dig deeper into God's gifts and his Word, and
then to share them with others, especially those who
are far from God.
We're looking forward to serving a diverse community
made up of people from all walks of life, developing
close relationships together, and sinking in roots as
we raise our kids in this amazing community and
model for them what it means to follow Jesus. What
we do here as a church matters. I want to give my life
to something bigger than myself, to make a difference
that changes lives now and for eternity.
I can tell that the people of Pathfinder are all-in!

Scan to watch and
learn more about
Pastor AJ.

Favorite things to do: Cycling, workout (Orangetheory),

AJ MASTIC
PA S T O R O F W E E K E N D M I N I S T R I E S

On February 12 & 13, Pathfinder Church had the
privilege to install Pastor AJ (Andrew James) Mastic.
AJ is 38 years old, born in Midland, MI, and grew up
in McKinney, TX. He is the oldest of 16 kids, nine of
which entered the family through adoption. He grew
up in a Lutheran Christian home and began to own his
faith more in middle school when his church's student
ministry leader made a profound impact on his life.
AJ attended college at Concordia University-Texas
and received his Director of Christian Education
certification with an emphasis on Worship Arts. His
first Call was to Faith Lutheran Church in Bentonville,
AR, where he served as Youth and Young Adults
Minister for six years. It was during this time that he
met his wife, Megan, who was serving as a music
teacher at a nearby Lutheran school. They were
married in 2009.
In 2011, AJ felt led to pastoral ministry and entered the
Specific Ministry Pastor program through Concordia
Seminary, St. Louis. In 2013, AJ accepted a Call to
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hiking, guitar, reading, working on cars, mostly trying
to keep up with the kids! I enjoy playing on the
worship team when I can and singing harmony vocals.

Favorite movie: Hunt for Red October, Blackhawk
Down, Lord of the Rings, Apollo 13, Free Burma
Rangers
Favorite food/drink: Nachos. I even have a Mastic
Nacho recipe that has been perfected! If black beans
aren't on yours, you're doing it wrong. I also love
German and Belgian-style beers and a good merlot.
I will try just about anything.
Pets: 3 Cats: Fievel, Sushi, and Patanga, and we now
own a colony of African Cichlids that came with our
new house in a 220-gallon fish tank, which the kids
love! Now we have to figure out how to take
care of it!

Favorite holiday: Probably Christmas. I love seeing
family, traveling on occasion, and getting people the
right gift.
Favorite worship songs: Cornerstone, Battle Belongs,
Overcome, King of Kings
Hopes for the future at Pathfinder: Our family is grateful
to have the opportunity to serve at Pathfinder. It's
a place where we can be ourselves and continue
our spiritual journey as we follow Jesus on mission
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Students Mentoring
Students
b y P UA PA R K E R D i r e c t o r o f S t u d e n t M i n i s t r y

One of my favorite things about our church
is our commitment to the next generation.
We not only offer quality programming for
little kids through high school students,
but we also offer opportunities to let our
students grow as leaders!
If you strolled down to Cornerstone on Sunday
morning, you’d find over a dozen high schoolers
serving with our middle school ministry, CORE. These
high schoolers choose to spend their time investing
in younger students. As a result, middle schoolers are
more engaged and feel more connected to their small
groups. Trevor Grimshaw has an 8th-grade daughter,
and he is a current CORE mentor. He has experience
leading CORE small groups with and without high
school mentors. He explains, “As the adult mentor,
I get to step back and watch the high school
students lead and take charge…it is an absolute
pleasure watching our high schoolers get involved
in the spiritual growth of our middle school students
with so much excitement. Our church should be so
proud of what’s happening in CORE.”
As CORE mentors, high school students meet with
a small group of middle schoolers and get to know
them on a personal level. Alongside an adult mentor,
our high school mentors help younger students
process spiritual and relational implications of things
they learn about in worship and the weekly message.
They lead games, heighten the energy during singing,
and are amazing role models. Ultimately, they are
teaching younger students how to grow in faith and
live out their faith through high school and beyond.
The benefits of students mentoring students flow
both ways. Caleigh Holtman, a senior at Eureka,
says she likes being a mentor because, “Seeing the
kids grow in their faith helps me grow in my own
relationship with God. Seeing them have such great
relationships with God at such a young age is really
inspiring to me.”
7 Faith Matters
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The Holy Week Experience (HWE) is a self-guided series of interactive stations that offers the opportunity to
pause from our busy lives to pray and reflect on the week leading up to Jesus’ death on the cross. It is updated
each year with new insights and actions to prompt self-examination and meditation. Each participant is given
a guidebook that leads them through the HWE. The guidebook has scripture readings for silent meditation,
suggestions for reflection, and prayer prompts. We will have an audio version available intended to be used
with your own personal device and headphones. There’s even a version written specifically for younger children
and families.

April 12 | 6pm–9pm • April 13 | 6pm–9pm • April 14, 15 | 7am–9pm
The Holy Week Experience takes approximately 30–45 minutes.

1

Make Reservation
Scan to reserve time

2

Bring Headphones

3

Experience & Reflect

r e s e r va t i o n s a t p a t h f i n d e r s t l . o r g / h o ly w e e k
9 Faith Matters
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Why the Top 5?
b y K A I T LY N B I R D M a r k e t i n g C o o r d i n a t o r

Celebrating successes in the workplace is great for morale, as it reinforces
core values and encourages growth. At St. John School, we've discovered that
doing the same for the students is equally integral to their development.
Every Wednesday at Chapel, our school team calls out "The Top 5." This practice honors five students who, over the
past week, intentionally helped and supported others and demonstrated leadership qualities. Commending positive
behavior sets the tone for an environment that nurtures empathy and respect. This routine encourages students
as they strive to grow as a whole person—spiritually, physically, socially, emotionally, and academically. It's been
amazing to see the excitement students have when they have an opportunity to celebrate with classmates.

Make Waves at
Summer Blast!
b y L I S A S C H M I DT K i d s M i n i s t r y D i r e c t o r
Make Waves! This Summer kids will learn, “What you
do today can change the world around you!” We think
it’s possible for kids to create a ripple effect that can
impact the world around them in ways they will never
forget. Kids will learn that God put them on this planet
to make waves and have a positive impact on their
community. Kids will form deep relationships with

Here Are a Few Examples

their friends, other kids, and their crew leaders as they

Anthony and Grady had a disagreement
about who would push the tire swing and
decided on their own to rock, paper, scissors.

day, they will rock out to inspiring music and playful

travel together to experience lots of activities. Each
skits, play high-energy games, experience immersive
Bible stories, and discover God’s truth in creative ways
using STEAM and craft activities. The mission project
will help kids understand the true-to-life impact the
ripple effect can make by helping people around
the world.

Middle school girls making crosses for
National Lutheran Schools Week.

Join us for this memorable
week! It will be a BLAST!

Giovanni took his recess time to help
a friend complete an assignment.
formerly known as Vacation Bible School

Schedule a tour with St. John School
at stjls.org/tours.
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June 20-24 • 9am–12pm daily
Volunteer Registration is OPEN
Event Registration Opens April 1st
4 year old – 5th grade (Fall 2022)
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Serving at Pathfinder:
The Secret to Greater Connection
b y MELISSA HARTING
Ta l e n t A c q u i s i t i o n & D e v e l o p m e n t S p e c i a l i s t
Those of us on staff are privileged to hear so many
stories of life change and deeper connection from
people that call Pathfinder their church home. There
is a common thread in all of these stories, and it is
something we talk about extensively as a church:
transformation happens in the context of relationships.
But maybe you find yourself thinking, “Ok, I know
I want to get more connected, but how am I supposed
to create meaningful relationships in a big church
like this?”
While we have many ways to help you take next steps,
using your gifts and skills to serve is one of the most
impactful ways to build relationships here. Our leaders
spend hours together discussing the best ways to
encourage, empower, and develop the volunteers who
choose to serve. This means that not only will you
spend time getting to know others while you serve,
but you will be poured into in the process.
There is something incredibly special about joining
a team that gets to experience growth together.
If you haven’t been able to tell already, not much
at Pathfinder is static, and the same goes for our
volunteer teams. The secret about serving isn’t just
that it is a great way to meet other people (though
that is still true), but that it is a unique way to grow
with other people. That is where greater connection
can be found.
Whether you are brand new to Pathfinder or you have
called this church home for years, the message is the
same. If you find yourself longing for more connection
or just feeling confused about your next step, we
guarantee that serving somewhere (and we have a lot
of options on how to do that) will move you forward
on your journey to more connection.

PATHFINDERSTL.ORG/SERVE
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Take Skills & Serve Inventory

Scan to take inventory to discover where your
skills and passions align with available serve
opportuniites at Pathfinder.
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BOARD HIGHLIGHT

Investing in Our Campus

of the church membership, the conduct of worship
services, and the administration of the Sacraments.

b y T R AC Y D U N N D i r e c t o r, O p e r a t i o n s & F i n a n c e

Most recently, I was excited to be involved in the
process of Pathfinder calling a new Pastor.

You serve in a few different capacities. Could you tell us
briefly about those roles and what keeps you involved?
In hospitality, I serve as an usher and communion
assistant. I'm also a small group leader in Kids
Ministry. For me, there is no greater privilege or
responsibility than to pass along the love of Jesus
to the next generation.
As the newest Elder, this is a journey I'm just
Bruce & Christine Litzsinger

beginning, and I'm looking forward to it!

What do you love about Pathfinder's ministry?

BRUCE LITZSINGER
PAT H F I N D E R B OA R D O F E L D E R S

Tell us a little about your journey at Pathfinder.

First and most importantly, our focus is on sharing the
person of Jesus. The teaching ability of our pastors
is incredible. I also love our passion and focus on the
next generation.

What do you love about the Pathfinder community?
I love the faith and the hearts of the community in

My journey at Pathfinder began 46 years ago when

this place. I'm happy and proud to see us loving

my family moved "far west" to Ellisville from Des

and serving others. Pathfinder offers so many

Peres, Missouri. I entered Larry Becker's 5th-grade

opportunities to become involved. Our community

class at the school. My family and I have attended

reflects who Jesus is to those around us.

here for years. My dad still attends, and my mom is
with Jesus now. My wife, Christine, was confirmed

What's ahead for Pathfinder Church?

here after being born and raised in Santiago, Chile.

Only God knows the future. What I do know is that

We have two adult children, Bryan and Andrea.

God's Word is being preached here, and that is the

With Spanish as her native language, my wife taught
Spanish classes for the church (during mid-week bible
studies) and the school. We have literally grown up
with Pathfinder and feel a close connection here.

Thank you for responding to God’s love with your generosity! God has faithfully provided for Pathfinder Church
through your financial gifts. As of the end of February 2022, our giving is at 104% of our needed income for our
budget to stay on track. Because of your gifts, we have been able to share Christ throughout our community.
We are focused on our ministry targets as part of the vision of Return, Rebuild, Reimagine to:
•
•
•
•

Increase outside awareness of our ministry
Continue wise technology investments
Steward our aging campus infrastructure
Focus our ministry of the “Whole Life” of Jesus

As we looked to invest in our aging campus, we made the recommendation and the congregation approved
to obtain up to $1,500,000 of additional debt with the financing of all debt extended to 10 years. In December
2021, we refinanced our outstanding bond debt of $4,690,000 and took on $750,000 of additional debt for
the infrastructure investments. We are committed to being wise stewards and will only take on the necessary
additional debt to complete these projects, while still providing the life-changing ministry to this community.
Exceeding our income budget puts us in a strong position for our debt.
To date, we’ve made payments of $1,171,000 towards the projected $1,687,000 of the congregational approved
infrastructure improvements. This includes a new HVAC control system for the whole campus; new HVAC units
for the Sanctuary, Ministry Center, Commons, Kids Ministry; and air conditioning for our gym. We’ve invested
in new projectors for the Sanctuary and these should be fully installed by Easter. We are waiting for the 10
new HVAC units to arrive for our Cornerstone building and will complete the roof replacement as a part of that
installation. We are beginning to look at the investments to be made for our fire monitoring system, telephone,
and video security system.
These infrastructure investments provide the hospitable and welcoming spaces to reach our community as
we focus on the whole life of Jesus.
We ask you to continue praying and responding to how God is prompting you to invest in the ministry at
Pathfinder Church!

reason why I'm here. And I know that God's Word will
accomplish his purpose. I believe in God's power, and
as long as we are faithful to him, I expect his blessing
on his people. I love the heart of our leaders, the next
generation's heart, and outstanding leadership in Dion,

What are your responsibilities as an Elder?

Doug, and now AJ.

As the newest Elder, I still have a lot to learn. We

I'm excited about the direction our Pastors are taking

oversee and assist the pastors in their duties,

us in reaching out to the community and helping us

including looking after their welfare. In cooperation

live a whole life, as God intended.

with the pastors, the Elders provide spiritual oversight
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Breathe Easier

SHARON
HUTSON

with

TEAM

MedResources is the premier provider of home oxygen and sleep therapy equipment
including CPAPs and BiPAPs.

Our Clinical Respiratory Program includes:

● State-of-the-Art Sleep Center on-site for fittings, assessments and education for all oxygen
and CPAP/BiPAP patients.
● Top of the line equipment with an excellent selection of accessories and supplies.
● Enhanced outcomes through a personalized approach to your care.

Please call us today to learn more about our respiratory services
and equipment.

(across from Schnucks-Hilltown Village)

www.medresources.com

For Every Move You Make.

D:314.614.4575
O:636.227.3456

Styles change
over time...
Jin Yi, RRT
Respiratory Therapist

===================================================

15464 Olive Boulevard
Chesterfield 63017

MEMBER SINCE 1985

636-530-4500
Fax: 636-530-4577

And so can your needs. If
your current living situation
is less than ideal, I can help
you find a better fit!
www.SharonHutson.com
©2021 BHH Affiliates, LLC. An independently owned and operated franchisee of BHH Affiliates, LLC. Berkshire
Hathaway HomeServices and the Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices symbol are registered service marks of
Columbia Insurance Company, a Berkshire Hathaway affiliate. Equal Housing Opportunity.

